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Cyber: ever 
evolving 
game

The cyber threat landscape is 

expanding, and security incidents are a 

reality today. Every day brings news of 

more cyberattacks and even more 

sophisticated types of attack. We are 

operating in an environment where cyber 

events are inevitable and security teams 

must be ready to respond, recover and 

re-establish the trust as quickly as 

possible. As per KPMG 2021 CEO 

Outlook, 75% CEOs believe a strong 

cyber strategy is critical to engender trust 

with key stakeholders . 

Cyber incidents are inevitable due to 

increased reliance of business on digital 

ecosystem and the changing threat 

landscape. In addition, challenges in 

following effective incident response 

procedures, have made it imperative to 

have strategically planned and 

professionally managed cyber response 

programme. We have explored key 

critical elements of cyber response 

management that would help 

organisations to play and win in the on-

going cyber game.

Cyber incidents – direct business impact
• Hyperconnected technology systems: Any impact on a part of technology propagates across the organization’s 

environment and has a significant impact on business operations 

Cyber attack in oil pipeline system at Texas demonstrated how a cyber incident can have cascading disruption to societies 

and economies

• Supply chain getting impacted is leading to direct impact on business operations 

A global automobile manufacturer had to suspend operations in production line after a strategic supplier was hit by a cyber 

attack

• Data breach cases have been in rise leading to sensitive, confidential or otherwise protected data has been exposed or 

disclosed

A leading telecom company reported appx 7.8 million customer records including SSN, date of birth, device ID information 

was compromised

• Business Email Compromises (BEC) impersonates senior executive to obtain confidential information or commit financial 

frauds 

The government of Puerto Rico fell victim to BEC attacks that attempted to steal more than USD 4 million, in 2019 and 2020

• Ransomware cases: Cyber criminals have industrialized the scale at which ransomware attacks can be launched e.g. 

Ransomware as a Service (RAAS) 

A major Indian oil company intimated malware infection followed by a demand for ransom in bitcoin.
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Cyber: ever 
evolving 
game

Changing threat landscape leading to increase in number of security incidents 

78% 

of Indian 

organisations fell 

victim to 

ransomware in 

the last year1

72% 

of organizations 

experienced an 

increase in 

volume/complexity/i

mpact of cyber 

attacks1

77% 

of intrusions are 

suspected to be 

caused by three initial 

access vectors: 

phishing, exploitation 

of known software 

vulnerabilities and 

brute-force credential 

attacks2

28 days

is the time threat 

actors spend in a 

targeted 

environment 

before being 

detected2

21% 

year-on-year increase 

in cyber incidents 

reported to CERT-In 

(appx 674,021 were 

observed up to 

June 2022).

1. Sophos, The state of Ransomware 2022, April 2022

2. PaloAlto Networks Incident Response Report 2022 
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Learnings 
from the 
game… so far
KPMG has been 

recognised as ‘Leader’ for 

Worldwide Incident 

Readiness Services 

considering cyber 

response services 

provided globally. We 

have closely observed the 

number of organisations, 

that have gone through 

different types of cyber 

incidents and followed 

incident analysis, 

containment, remediation 

and recovery procedures. 

Based on our study, over 

the last three years, the 

following patterns and 

trends have been 

observed. 

Network 

Intrusion

27%

Business Email 

Compromise

17%Data Leakage

11%

Ransomware

39%

Cloud Network 

Intrusion

6% Phishing

16%

Compromised 

Credentials

19%

Critical Services 

exposed on Internet

27%

Software 

Vulnerabilites

22%

APT

6%

Insider Threat

10%

Type of Cyber Incident Cases Initial attack vector (entry point for Threat Actor)

Traditional approaches 

have not been effective 

and require adoption of a 

more agile approach to 

investigate and recovery 

planning to go hand-in-

hand in order to eliminate 

persistent backdoors. 

• Sophistication in initial 

access techniques 

together with RAAS 

business models 

have significantly 

increased number of 

ransomware cases

Management involvement 

is essential and everyone in 

the team has to play a role 

for quick decision making 

and action on 

implementation. 

• As we can see increased 

phishing attacks, 

software vulnerability 

and credentials are 

primary initial attack 

vectors which can be 

avoided with active 

participation from 

everyone in the team

Having a response plan 

and practicing it ensures 

to minimise uncertainty 

during the incident. 

• Organisations with 

tested and simulated 

cyber crisis response 

plans, were able to 

identify and recover 

faster in most of the 

cases

Right strategy to respond 

to cyber incident scenario 

is essential. 

• Handling complex 

threat scenarios such 

as data leakage, cloud 

intrusion require to 

work with specialists, 

threat intelligence 

provider and cyber 

insurance for rapid 

recovery
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Rules of the 
game are 
transforming

Traditional approach Current age approach

Linear approach to collect, preserve, analyse

and report evidences from digital sources

Manual process that involves trial-and-error 

methods and requires highly skilled manpower

Offline analysis limited to affected machines 

and manual/semi automated review of 

available logs

Limited threat intelligence inputs are 

factored, without leveraging information 

on adversaries

Cyber incident was perceived as IT issue 

leading to full remediation and reporting taking 

long duration

Agile and iterative approach to perform 

live triage, contain, acquire, analyse, report 

are adopted repeatedly for rapid recovery 

Automated process, that leverages tools, technology, 

remote analysis and visualisation techniques to present 

datasets for quick analysis and decision making

Real time analysis covering enterprise-wide ICT 

systems and often goes beyond organisation’s

boundaries to include supply chain ecosystem and 

consumers

Enriched digital analysis from multiple sources 

with customised, curated cyber threat intelligence 

for insights about threat actors, Tools, Techniques, 

Procedures (TTP) etc. 

Remediation and regulatory reporting are 

performed simultaneously that require 

organisation-wide involvement

Fallout from an unprofessional 

response to an incident has been 

more damaging than the incident 

itself, therefore cyber response 

measures in today’s digital age 

require agility, comprehensiveness 

and standardisation to think beyond 

organisational boundaries and 

known threat landscape. Incident 

management and response practices 

must evolve with more automation 

and advanced strategies for early 

detection, automated response and 

rapid analysis within the legal and 

compliance boundaries to deal with 

new-age cyber attacks.
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Game ready: 
have the 
right team
Organisations need to 

take response strategy 

seriously and understand 

that incident response 

management requires 

adopting a multipronged 

approach to have the right 

skill set and diverse 

experience to work 

together with common 

objectives. Engaging with 

all stakeholders to ensure 

appropriate support and 

decision-making, is 

essential in order to 

provide strategic and 

tactical insight in end-to-

end response to incident.
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CEO 

Team Captain 

• Overall accountable 
and responsible

• Builds trust with key 
stakeholders and 
shareholders

• Investment decision

• Alternate service delivery

mechanism

• Cyber insurance

• Business continuity

• Recover IT operations

• Business application

and continuity

• Remediation and

recovery measures

• Initiate crisis management plan

• Drive cyber response

• Establish cross functional teams

• Co-ordinate with key

stakeholders

• Assess incident

• Perform triage and

analysis

• Create strategy for

rapid response

• Adopt IR playbook

• Implement IOC/TTP for

threat detection and alerting

• Continuous monitoring of

adversaries

• Understand legal

implications and obligations

• Expert insight on reporting

and notification to

regulators/authority

• Follow the

instructions

• Be cautious

• Contain impact of

adversaries and malware

• Implement remediation

measures

• Analyse security events

• External

communication

• Media

management

Captain of the team takes overall 

ownership to play the game well

Provides resources to 

play the game

CFO

Team Manager

Supports the captain to maintain 

continuity and resilience in the game

CIO

Vice Captain

Multi faceted personality to 

deal with emerging situation

CISO

All Rounder

Face the adversary with 

minimum information

IR Responder

Opening Batsman

Specific skills required to 

take the game ahead based 

on the situation

CR Analyst

Bowlers

Very agile and actively 

stationed on the field to 

protect and catch the hits

SOC

Bating line up

Makes decision about legality 

of delivery, appeals or wickets

HR and Legal

Match Refree

Provide communication on 

overall team capabilities and 

specific events

Communications Team

Media Teams

Support the players

Employee

Spectators

• External 
communication

• Strategic 
directions

Provide inputs during 

specific events

Board

Governing Agency

• Maintain strong

security best

practices

• Recovery

Procedures

Prevent or minimise risk via 

right guidance 

DR and IT Team

Fielders
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Game ready: 
have the 
right team

Responding successfully starts at the top 

The C-suite should be responsible for 

ensuring operational continuity and 

should appoint a cyber security team to 

manage the necessary tools for success.

Key decisions before an event are not 

technical

Critical decisions cannot be made 

exclusively by cyber security and 

technology teams. Some are strategic 

and may require government 

coordination, for example when critical 

national infrastructure is concerned.

Everyone has a role to play in crisis 

Responding to large-scale ransomware 

attacks requires everyone in the 

organisation to fully understand their role 

in a crisis. To help prepare and raise 

awareness of the implications of an 

effective response, it’s highly encouraged 

for organisations to engage in testing 

and rehearsal exercises. 

First response needs to be in a timely 

manner

First incident responder needs to be 

responding in the “Golden Hour” to 

minimise the impact and establish 

appropriate strategy to recover.

Need for collaboration 

During a cyber security incident, 

everyone with different specialised skill 

set like operations, network, malware RE, 

forensics, legal, operations, markets, 

finance, etc would be required to work 

towards a unified goal. 

Being Agile 

IR planning is also all about being agile 

and adapting to the changing situational 

circumstances in such a way that 

containment, impact and business 

recovery objectives are in sight and 

achievable.
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Organisations need to 

take response strategy 

seriously and understand 

that incident response 

management requires 

adopting a multipronged 

approach to have the right 

skill set and diverse 

experience to work 

together with common 

objectives. Engaging with 

all stakeholders to ensure 

appropriate support and 

decision-making, is 

essential in order to 

provide strategic and 

tactical insight in end-to-

end response to incident.
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Staying 
on top of 
the game

In today’s environment, it is imperative to have a state-of-the-art cyber response readiness. There are multiple dimensions 

that need to be established ranging from specialised skill set, technology setup, intelligence and stakeholder involvement 

and practicing the ways of working, to reduce uncertainties. 

Communication 

plan

Cyber 

response 

skillset

Automation 

and tools 

(data 

acquisition)

Cyber

insurance

Cyber response

exercise (Muscle 

memory)

Threat intel and 

playbook

Management involvement 

and communication plan

 Stakeholder management

 Pre-prepared content and

plans to speed up response

 Defined roles and

responsibilities to initiate 

communication with 

relevant stakeholders

Cyber insurance

 Provides coverage

on business impact

 Enable initial cyber

response and

assess the impact

 ‘Slow burn cost’

related to

reimbursement,

litigation, fines, etc.

Practice and exercise

 Table top simulation

of real attacks

 Test the strength

through cyber drills,

Red Team

Response skillset

 First Incident Response

team to immediately assess

impact, preserve evidence

and contain

 Analyst to investigate

details of cyber incident and

associated impact

 Engage on-demand incident

response specialist

Automation and tools

 Establish toolsets for

quick data acquisition 

 Automated security

tools for initiating 

initial response 

measures 

 Identify scenario for

digital imaging

Threat intel and playbooks

 Source required

information related to

threat adversary and ability

to drive threat hunt

missions

 Playbook for various types

of incidents covering

technology, platforms

and services

Six 

dimensions 

for effective 

cyber 

response
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Being a 
winner: adopt 
the right 
strategy

Organisations are accelerating their preparedness to cyber response as they develop trust and transparency in the service 

offerings, by leveraging the digital ecosystem.

Readiness strategies to prepare for the game
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Post-breach

Response

Readiness

Incident 

Management

On Call Services/Smart 

On-boarding

Table 

Top

Incident 

Response 

Maturity 

Assessment

Incident 

Response 

Program 

Development

Compromise 

Assessment

Continuous 

Monitoring

Remediation 

Advice
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Being a 
winner: adopt 
the right 
strategy

Deploy right strategy

High

Low

Low High

Im
p

a
c
t 

to
 o

rg
a

n
iz

a
ti

o
n

Incident Complexity

• Managed by security operation leader

• Drive rapid recovery

• Enhance security configuration and solutions

• IR specialist

• Establish Root Cause and remediate

Enhance security architecture considering the

attack vectors

• First Incident

Responder professionals

to aggressively deal

with incident

• Adversary specific

threat intelligence

• Threat Hunting across

environment

• Recovery through

parallel tech setup

• Redesign security

principles and

architecture

All Rounder

• Managed through MDR teams

• Leverage automated detection and defence

methods

• Enhanced monitoring

Aggressive Game 

Specialist GameDefensive Game

• Data Exfiltration

• Ransomware attacks

• Advanced Persistent Attacks

• Phishing/Spamming

• DOS/DDOS

• Web application compromise

• Limited identity theft

• Attack on support systems

• Non critical user BEC

• Network probes

• Password spraying attack

• Vulnerability Scans

“One size fits all” approach isn’t a prudent method, specifically considering the diverse set of threat vectors. Specific 

strategies need to be taken upon to improve preparedness and recover rapidly, based on complexity of the attack and 

associated impact to the organisation.

Simultaneously, there is an increased requirement from regulatory authorities on reporting cyber incidents and having 

the right approach shall enable organisations in fulfilling these obligations. 
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How KPMG 
in India can 
help 

KPMG in India helps organisations to 

create a resilient and trusted digital 

world — even in the face of evolving 

threats. Our cyber security 

professionals offer a 

multidisciplinary view of risk, helping 

to carry security throughout the 

organisation and get an edge with 

secure and trusted technology. 

No matter where you are on your 

cyber security journey, KPMG firms 

have expertise across the continuum 

— from the boardroom to the data 

centre. In addition to assessing your 

cyber security and aligning it to your 

business priorities, we can help you 

develop advanced solutions, assist 

with implementing them, advise on 

monitoring ongoing risks and help 

you respond effectively to cyber 

incidents. 

KPMG firms bring the uncommon 

combination of technological 

expertise, deep business knowledge 

and creative professionals who are 

passionate about enabling you to 

protect and build your business. We 

will help you create a trusted digital 

world, so you can push the limits of 

what’s possible.

We help organisations in “pre-

incident readiness journey”, 

“incident investigation” to “post-

incident” analysis. Our services are 

structured to quickly enhance 

organisation’s cyber response 

maturity to help them emerge as 

winner in this ongoing game. 

Table Top 

simulation

Cyber 

Response 

Maturity 

Assessment

Playbook
Threat 

Advisory

Communica-

tion Plan
Crisis Plan

Compromise 

assessment

Remediation 

Advice

Continuous 

Monitoring

Readiness

First Incident 

Responder

Threat 

Hunting

Cyber 

Response 

and Analysis

Incident 

Reporting

Breach 

Response
IR Retainer

Response Remediation
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KPMG named a ‘Leader’ for 
Worldwide Incident Readiness 
Services by IDC MarketScape

The IDC MarketScape report 

recognises KPMG for being the 

leader in global incident readiness 

capabilities and taking a 

comprehensive approach to cyber 

incidents through its integrated cyber 

practice. The report calls out KPMG’s 

range of incident readiness and 

response services including the ability 

to provide direction on cyber 

insurance, and exercises for clients to 

train and test their response 

capabilities.

Based on its analysis of 14 

organisations that offer incident 

readiness services across the globe, 

the IDC MarketScape report states 

that, “firms of all sizes that desire to 

work with a global incident readiness 

provider with strong digital forensic 

capabilities should consider KPMG.”
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How KPMG 
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